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Toyota owner's manuals and warranty information are the key to quality service for your car. No need to track down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota maintenance manual. From warranty on Toyota spare parts to detailed details, Toyota Owners guides help you find everything you
need to know about your car, all in one place. Toyota's detailed manuals and Toyota warranty information help with questions about your car's specifications and maintenance schedules. Also, learn more about what Toyota's warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota's warranty
information will help you identify your unique vehicle needs, as well as plan future service visits. Choose a Toyota model to learn more about the Toyota Guarantee for your car, truck or SUV. Or, get a Toyota guide for your Toyota ride for free using our Toyota owners manual free download
option. For more information, click here to see the full-screen version of this guide. This owner guide has been downloaded by a member of the OwnerManual.co, and can also be found on the manufacturer's website here Manufacturer: Toyota Model: Yaris Body Type: As you can probably
say by name, we specialize in owner's guide! We spend our time colecting up some of the rare owner guides around in an attempt to make them as easy to find as possible. If you are looking for an owner's guide for a Toyota Prius or Honda Accord, then you have come to the right place. 1 2
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grom owners guide 2019, 2015 Honda Pioneer Owners Guide Hyundai tucson se 2014 guide, test drive build and price This small hatchback is huge in safety, style and feel, with all the space you need for your big plans. All new Yaris Hybrid charges as you drive, no need to connect. Filled
with the most advanced Toyota Safety Sense (S1) technology available in Australia. Apple CarPlay® C12 and Android Auto™ ️ C13 as standard. The Yaris hybrid is more powerful than the previous gen Petrol Yaris, but up to 3.3l per 100 km of fuel consumption. All-New Yaris is available in
12 unique colors, and the qR class gives you the ability to add a black or white roof to your chosen colors. Designed this way, each line and curve points forward, the All-New Yaris looks fast, even when parking. With fold up seats and extra space designed under the boot floor, you are
equipped to take over the most Days. Going even more? There's a range of extra roof rack accessories to match. The brand-new LED headlights and taillights available on the SX and zR classes mean that you'll always look good and you'll always see. Safety Stay Safe There Yaris is filled
with Toyota's most advanced intelligent safety technology. Intelligent technology offers detection of vehicles, pedestrians and daylight cyclists and can avoid or reduce the impact of a potential collision. (S1) The All-New Yaris is the first Toyota car in Australia to be equipped with a pre-
collision system at intersections designed for braking to avoid other vehicles and pedestrians. (S1) The front-mounted smart cameras recognize some Australian speed signs and warn you to change your speed after the road sign has passed. (S1) Guidance when you are out of line can
apply force to the steering wheel to help keep you on track. (S1) Standard throughout the range and displayed in the cabin, helps you see the out-of-range rearview mirror and is designed to help you see exactly what's behind you. (S1) Standard AR sensors, front and rear sensors provide
instant feedback and apply brakes to avoid contact. (S1) All images are tentative only we've packed a lot of technology into this small hatchback, so you'll never lose touch with the world. With Apple CarPlay® C12 and Android Auto™ ️ C13 on board, you're just a voice command from access
to your messages, directions or your favorite playlists. Talk to your dealer about device compatibility. A small car, a big sound. Six premium speakers mean everything from podcasts to live music sounds just as it should. The standard on qR, Head-Up Display puts important information on
the windshield so you can stay ahead focused. It's amazing how much we fit into a car as compact as the All-New Yaris. But don't take our word for it. The hybrid is shown. All images are only revealing. All-New Yaris sports a new line of engines in hybrid and gasoline. The hybrid engine is
the most powerful and economical in the lineup. The all-new Yaris zR petrol option comes with a paddle switch mounted behind the wheel, allowing you to move up and down through the gears with ease. Want to save money and have more energy? You got it - All new Yaris gasoline is at
least 15% more economical, but 10% more powerful than the previous generation. You're thinking on your feet. You're nimble. And with a tougher and more flexible chassis, as well as the All-New Yaris, making it ideal for navigating your busy lifestyle. Whatever you choose - All-New Yaris
consumes less gasoline, produces less CO2 and gets a lot more energy. You will be happy at the pump and even happier on the road. Learn more about The Hybrid Make the All New Yaris Perfect for Your Next Adventure with Toyota Genuine Accessories sold separately). Download your
favorite bike, get a little more protection for your pride and joy, or just add style or functionality. There's a Toyota Genuine accessory for what you may need - all manufactured in Toyota guaranteed quality standards. We'll keep holding the cost of your annual service at a fixed rate for the first
five years of your car on the road. With the myToyota app, you can book a service, check vehicle information and redeem exclusive rewards. We have spare parts, accessories and know-how to help keep your Toyota in peak condition. Android is a trademark of Google LLC. With the
exception of Toyota trademarks depicted, all other products and company names are trademarks of their owners. Compatibility and functionality vary depending on the device. ReferenceId:C4, Disclaimer: Destination Assist is provided for a fee of $2.97 (including GST) for use charged by
Toyota Australia. The user's credit card details are required for use. Conditions apply. The Assist destination is only available in some vehicle models and classes. Additional information is available on the toyota.com.au/toyotalink website, referenceId:C5,disclaimer:Destination Download
uses information provided by third-party data sources that may not be accurate or cover all areas, fuel types or fuel suppliers. Navigation is only available in some models and vehicle classes. Some areas, fuel types and fuel suppliers may not be covered by Fuel Finder. The suna GPS
Traffic Updates are only available in Metro Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Gold Coast, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney using information provided by Intelematics Australia. Not all traffic accidents and congestion can be covered. Read more sunatraffic.com.au read more: - referenceId:Tonka,
rejection:Tonka® is a registered trademark of Hasbro, Inc. Used with permission.referenceId:C8,disc:JBL® is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Incorporated.referenceId:C9, disclaimer:Local search to use information provided by third-party sources Navigation is only
available in some models and vehicle classes. Navigation is only available in certain models and vehicle classes®. Registered in the U.S. and other countries. You want a compatible device, USB connection, mobile data, network reception and GPS signal. Mobile usage at the user's
expense. Applications to be changed. Read more in the toyota.com.au/connected.Speak with the dealer about the device Auto™ is a trademark of Google LLC. You want a compatible device, USB connection, mobile data, network reception and GPS signal. Mobile usage at the user's
expense. Applications to be changed. For more information, toyota.com.au/connected.Speak your dealer about device compatibility. C14,duration:CarPlay® is a trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android Auto™ is a trademark of Google LLC. You want a
compatible device, USB connection, mobile data, network reception and GPS signal. Mobile usage at the user's expense. Applications to be changed. For more information toyota.com.au/connected.Speak your dealer about device compatibility.referenceId:CS1, waiver: Not available outside
Australia or if services are disabled or discontinued. Depending on 4G included DCM, GPS signal strength, mobile network coverage and other factors beyond Toyota's control that may limit the capabilities or functionality of the system. Check the owner's guide to explain the restrictions.
Please drive safely. , referenceId:CS2, failure:Driver help only function. It does not replace the practice of safe driving. Not available outside Australia or if service is disabled or discontinued. Works only at the touch of the vehicle's SOS button. Depending on 4G included DCM, GPS signal
strength, mobile network coverage, operating components and other factors beyond Toyota's control that may limit the capabilities or functionality of the system. Check the owner's guide to explain the restrictions. Please drive safely. , referenceId:CS3, failure:Driver help only function. It does
not replace the practice of safe driving. Not available outside Australia or if service is disabled or discontinued. It is activated only if the vehicle's DCM detects the deployment of airbags or the impact sensor notification. Depending on 4G included DCM, GPS signal strength, mobile network
coverage, operating components and other factors beyond Toyota's control that may limit the capabilities or functionality of the system. Check the owner's guide to explain the restrictions. Please drive safely. ,referenceId:CS4, waiver: Not available outside of Australia or if the service is
disabled or discontinued. Depending on the battery power, 4G included DCM, GPS signal strength, mobile network coverage, operating related components and other factors beyond Toyota's control that may limit the system's capabilities or functionality. A guest required to obtain a police
report. Information about the location of the vehicle, if available, is provided only to the police. Restoring transport not guaranteed. For more information, visit the www.toyota.ru/connected/faq-support website. Not available in Australia.referenceId:P2, disclaimer:Paint featured is optional
extra for additional extra Genuine accessories do not apply to all models/classes. See your Toyota dealer to confirm accessories suitable for your car. Toyota Australia uses all efforts to ensure the accuracy of the material at the time of publication. All information must be confirmed with your
Toyota dealer at the time of booking, as specifications, applicability and availability can change over time. The colors are displayed only by the guide and may differ from the actual colors due to the printing/display process. Toyota Australia reserves the right to modify and/or terminate
prices, colours, materials, equipment and specifications without notice. To the extent permitted by law, Toyota Australia is not liable for any damage or damages incurred as a result of relying on the information and images contained in this material. Consider the weight of your cargo and
selected accessories to make sure that your car does not exceed the limit weight of the car. Some accessories when installed may require the removal of standard equipment that can be saved by Toyota. Visit toyota.com.au/vehiclepayload.Distributed (except Western Australia) on Toyota
Motor Corporation Australia Limited ABN 64 009 686 097. Materials distributed in Western Australia or on behalf of Prestige Motors Pty Ltd (for vehicles) and Eastpoint Pty Ltd (for parts/accessories). Toyota Australia does not provide any guarantees regarding (and is not responsible for) the
accuracy of materials distributed in Western Australia. Proof: T2020-015193. Published: 26/07/2020. Maximum payable for standard scheduled maintenance (normal operating conditions) for 5 years / 75,000 km (depending on what happens in the first place). Except for state and rented
vehicles. Contact your Toyota dealer or go to Toyota com.au/advantage for other exceptions, rights and full information. Actual fuel consumption varies depending on driving/style conditions, vehicle condition, load and options/accessories. Source: ADR81/02 Combined (L/100km) for



manual/car models.,referenceId:G12,disclaimer:Emissions vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle condition and options/accessories installed. Ask your dealer for Toyota's Genuine Towbar building and availability of detailed information. referenceId:H7,
failure:Weight/weight/volume and size are approximate and subject to individual vehicle deviations. Vehicles must be individually weighted and measured before installing any accessories, towing or designing any compatible trailer/caravan or otherwise using a transport anyway that depends
on it Depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle conditions and options/accessories.referenceId:R1,disclaimer:The views expressed in the vehicle review do not necessarily reflect the views of Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited. For vehicle information currently available and
accurate vehicle information relate to .referenceId:G2,disclaimer:Achieved in test conditions. Actual fuel consumption may vary depending on driving/style conditions, vehicle condition and options/accessories. Fuel consumption data is provided only for comparison purposes. Source:
ADR81/02 combined (L/100km) for auto models.,referenceId:M5,disclaimer:Toyota Genuine Accessories are sold separately and do not apply to all models/classes. Consider the mass of your cargo to make sure that you will not exceed the maximum allowable individual axle capacity, the
gross weight of the vehicle and/or the gross combined weight of the vehicle. Check out the current Accessories brochure or visit toyota.com.au for detailed information about the warranty and toyota.com.au/vehiclepayload information about the vehicle's payload to help identify accessories
suitable for your car. The colors of the accessories shown may differ from the actual color due to the printing process. , referenceId:P5, failure:IMPORTANT NOTICE: Toyota Genuine Accessories, TRD branded accessories and Toyota Genuine Parts are not applicable to all models/classes.
Consider the mass of your cargo to make sure that you will not be in the amount of the maximum allowable individual axis power, gross vehicle mass and/or gross combined vehicle mass. Check the current Accessories brochure or visit toyota.com.au for details about the warranty and
toyota.com.au/vehiclepayload details about the vehicle's payload to help identify accessories suitable for your car. The colors of the accessories shown may differ from the actual color due to the printing process. TRD lower bumper cover, TRD skid plate, TRD gear lever (auto only), TRD
rear mudguards, TRD carpet floor mats (front and rear), black rear tail lamp cover, side shape body, black HiLux sports bar, soft tonneau cover, towing bar tongue, tow ball and trailer wiring of G6 Accessories are sold separately. , referenceId:P8, waiver:HiLux SR shown accessorized with:
TRD grille, TRD lower bumper cover, TRD skid plate, TRD gear lever (auto only), TRD rear mudguards, TRD carpet floor mats (front and rear), black rear tail lamp cover, body side casting, soft tonneau cover, slimline weather Bar tongue, towing ball and trailer wiring strap accessories are
sold separately. , referenceId:G5, failure:Compatibility and functionality varies depending on and the standards of the torque test are different. The maximum combined engine system and hybrid battery and torque are constantly available within a certain speed range (Toyota Australia in-
house testing). ReferenceId:G3, disclaimer: Actual fuel consumption may vary depending on driving conditions/style, condition of the car and options/accessories established. Contact your Toyota dealer for more information.source:M7,disclaimer:Wash the outer and bottom of the vehicle
with fresh water immediately after driving through seawater, referenceId:M8disclaimer:Images showing pre-produced models. The final lineup and specifications may differ from those shown. Ask your Toyota dealer for more information. , referenceId:P15, failure:Toyota Genuine accessories
are not applicable to all models/classes. Toyota Australia uses all efforts to ensure that this information is correct when publishing. When ordering accessories, contact an authorized Toyota dealer to make sure that the design of the accessory, features and colors are available and fit for
your car. Consider the mass of your cargo to make sure that you will not exceed the maximum allowable individual axle capacity, the gross weight of the vehicle and/or the gross combined weight of the vehicle. For toyota.com.au/vehiclepayload, please refer to this information. The colors of
the accessories are displayed only by the guide and may differ from the actual colors due to the print/display process. Some accessories when installed will require the removal of standard equipment that can be stored by Toyota Australia or your Toyota dealer. Toyota Australia reserves the
right to change, without notice, any time prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications and discontinue colors/models. To the extent permitted by law, Toyota Australia is not liable for any damage, loss or expense incurred as a result of the use of this material. Distributed nationally
(except Western Australia) Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited ABN 64 009 686 097, 155 Bertie St, Port Melbourne 3207. Materials distributed in Western Australia or on behalf of Prestige Motors Pty Ltd (for vehicles) and Eastpoint Pty Ltd (for parts/accessories). Toyota Australia
does not provide any guarantees regarding (and will not be responsible for) the accuracy of materials distributed in Western Australia. The actual price can vary depending on the dealers. , referenceId:M9, failure:The use of recovery points has security risks that need to be evaluated and
before each recovery operation. Misuse recovery points can result in death, serious injury or damage to the vehicle. Always following the warnings and instructions provided by the vehicle and in the Owner's Guide. For more information about the work, see the Toyota Genuine
Dash.referenceId:M12,disclaimer guide: The continuous range of the loop depends on the image quality parameters. For full work information, see toyota camera owner Genuine Dash.referenceId:M13,disclaimer:When driving, a fall tie fixture is required. These safeguards do not, and do not
necessarily exceed, your rights under the Competition and Consumer Protection Act 2010. and must be confirmed before installing any accessories, towing or otherwise, relying on this value.referenceId:M18,disclaimer:referenceId:disclaimer:Test waiver - contact DP Disclaimer: Based on
fuel cost of $1.20 per liter and 30,000 kilometers managed per year. , Pro Ride Bike Carrier and Kayak Carrier are sold separately. For more information, see Not available for purchase.referenceId:J11,rejection:All images indicating only, not scale.,referenceId:P17,disclaimer:Toyota
Australia uses its best efforts to ensure the accuracy of the material at the time of publication. All information must be confirmed with your Toyota dealer at the time of booking, as specifications, applicability and availability can change over time. The colors are only depicted by the guide and
may differ from the actual colors due to the printing/display process. Toyota Australia reserves the right to modify and/or terminate without notice the model, price, colors, materials, equipment, specifications. To the extent permitted by law, Toyota Australia is not liable for any damage or
damages incurred as a result of relying on the information and images contained in this material. Distributed nationally (except Western Australia) Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited ABN 64 009 686 097. Materials distributed in Western Australia or on behalf of Prestige Motors Pty
Ltd (for vehicles) and Eastpoint Pty Ltd (for parts/accessories). Toyota Australia does not provide any guarantees regarding (and is not responsible for) the accuracy of materials distributed in Western Australia. Published: 19/08/2020. , referenceId:P19,disclaimer:The 2019 5-start ANCAP
Safety Rating rating applies to all updated single cabin and dual cabin Hilux options, Built from May 2019, and expanded cabin options built from August 2019, with the exception of rugged 5-star safety rating ANCAP://www.ancap.com.au/safety-ratings/toyota/hilux-rugged-rugged-x/e2d0fa a
full purchase and take delivery of the all-new GR Yaris to be eligible for 20 cents per liter of the respective fuel. Open to myToyota members with myToyota account activation. Only private and bronze buyers. Fuel Offer is limited to 20c per litre of fuel discount in one transaction for 24 hours
on a vehicle registered to a myToyota account from the activation date. The offer expires 365 days after the activation. The offer is available on Unleaded, Vortex Premium 95, Vortex Premium 98, Diesel and Vortex Diesel, up to 150 litres, only at participating Caltex petrol stations. A list of
venues available here. The list may change without notice at Caltex's discretion. For a full click on the link and scroll to see the terms and conditions. This advice is general in nature and does not take into account your goals, financial situation or needs. Before deciding to purchase any of
the insurance products, you should consider making recommendations tailored to your own goals, financial situation and needs and contact the current PDS for the appropriate product available from participating dealers, through our website by phone toyotainsurance.com.au or by calling
137 200. Toyota insurance purchased at a dealership or through the Toyota Insurance National Customer Solutions Centre is issued by Toyota Finance Australia Limited (TFAL) ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. Insurer aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance
Company Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282, AFSL 443540 (Adica). If Toyota Insurance is purchased online by issuer and insurer Adica.This information provided by Toyota Finance, a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, australian credit license 392536 is
general and information only. Nothing on this website is and should not be considered as legal, tax or financial advice. Before deciding on any products or services posted on this site, you should consult with your independent legal, tax and financial advisors who can inform you of your
personal Comparison Rate is available to approved personal applicants of Toyota Finance to fund eligible Yaris and Corolla Hatchback models. The financial offer excludes business, government, fleet and rental buyers. Different loan terms will result in another interest rate.
,referenceId:TF1, failure: Toyota Extra Care Roadside Assist is operated by Toyota Finance, a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 18, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. Toyota Extra Care is operated by AWP Australia Pty Ltd ABN 52 097 227 177, which
trades as Allianz Global Assistance, in accordance with an agreement with Toyota Finance Australia Limited. It is general, which is based on the accuracy of the information you provide and does not take into account your personal needs and financial circumstances. Nothing on this website
is and should not be considered as legal, tax or financial advice. Before deciding on any products or services posted on this site, you should consult with your independent legal, tax and financial advisors who can inform you of your personal circumstances. Conditions, fees and fees apply.
The finances are available to approved applicants toyota Finance, Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. The information provided is only indicative and is not an official or obligatory quote. It is general, which is based on the
accuracy of the information you provide and does not take into account your personal needs and circumstances. Please refer to the current Product Disclosure Report (PDS) before deciding on this insurance policy. PDS can be purchased from participating dealers by
toyotainsurance.com.au or by calling 137 200. Toyota Insurance is issued by Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. The insurer is Aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Company Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282, AFSL 443540. If
you decide to return your Toyota car at the end of the term, Toyota Finance will pay you an agreed GFV, which will be put against your final payment subject to fair wear and tear of the conditions and agreed kilometers to be met. The information provided is general in nature. You should
seek your own financial advice from Is Toyota Access suitable for your individual circumstances. Conditions, fees and fees apply. Toyota Access GFV products are available to approved customers of Toyota Finance, Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and
Australian Credit License 392536. Toyota Access Guaranteed Future Value products are available to approved Toyota Finance customers by Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. The terms of fees and fees apply. Toyota
Finance is a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, Australian Credit License 392536. Conditions apply. Toyota Finance is a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. Before deciding on this
product, please read the current Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) available from participating Toyota dealers, through our website toyotainsurance.com.au or by calling 137 200. Toyota Insurance is issued by Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian
Credit License 392536. Insurer aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Company Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282 AFSL number 443540. Our insurance policies do not change or take away your rights under the Australian Consumer Law. Your right to claim under our policy for benefits covered
in addition to other rights and remedies you have under the law regarding your vehicle. However, you can file a claim under any of our policies, even if you have the rights under the law. This advice is general in nature and does not take into account your goals, financial situation or needs.
Before deciding to purchase any of the insurance products, you should consider making recommendations tailored to your own goals, financial situation and needs and contact the current PDS for the appropriate product available from participating dealers, through our website by phone
toyotainsurance.com.au or by calling 137 200. Toyota Insurance is issued by Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. The insurer is Aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Company Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282, AFSL 443540
(Adica). Total interest fees will be higher if the GFV or balloon final payment is selected. ReferenceId:TF10, waiver:Toyota Extra Care is run by Toyota Finance, a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. Toyota Extra
Care Roadside Assist is provided by 365 Assistance Pty Ltd ABN 59160 076 200, trading as 365 Roadside Assistance, in accordance with an agreement with Toyota Finance Australia Limited. , referenceId:TF11, waiver:Toyota Insurance purchased at a dealership or through Toyota
Insurance National Customer Solutions Centre issued by Toyota Finance Australia Limited (TFAL) ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. Insurer aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Company Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282, AFSL 443540 (Adica). If Toyota
Insurance is purchased online, Adica is the issuer and insurer. Your right to claim under our warranty insurance policies for benefits covered in addition to other rights and remedies you have in accordance with the law regarding your vehicle. However, you can file a claim for any of our
warranty insurance policies, even if you have rights under the law. Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536. Nothing on this website is and should not be considered as legal, tax or financial advice. Before deciding on any products
and services, Posted on this website, you should consult with your independent legal, tax and financial advisors who can inform you of your personal circumstances.referenceId:T10disclaimer:Information provided by Toyota Fleet Management (TFM), Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN
48 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit License 392536, on this site is shared and only for your information. Nothing on this website is and should not be considered as legal, tax or financial advice. Before deciding on any product or service posted on this site, TFM recommends that you
seek independent professional advice about this product or service, such as your accountant, tax or financial advisor, who may inform you of your personal circumstances and what would be appropriate for you. , occurs first (up to the first six services). Excludes the government and rental
vehicles. Contact your Toyota dealer or go to other exceptions, right and full information. It applies to standard routine log maintenance (normal operating conditions) every 12 months or 15,000 km to a maximum of 5 years or 75,000 km. Excludes government and rental of vehicles. For
more information, visit your Toyota dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage. In the month to June 2018, the standard scheduled logs service is $140 (6 months/10,000 km or 3 years/60,000 km depending on what comes first). Excludes the government and rental vehicles. For more
information, visit your Toyota dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage. It applies to standard routine log maintenance (normal operating conditions) every 12 months or 15,000 km to a maximum of 5 years or 75,000 km. Excludes government and rental of vehicles. For more information, visit
your Toyota dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage. It applies to standard routine log maintenance (normal operating conditions) every 12 months or 15,000 km to a maximum of 5 years or 75,000 km. Excludes government and rental of vehicles. For more information, visit your Toyota
dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage. In:TS3, denial: For Fortuner with production month from May 2020 onwards. It applies to standard routine log maintenance (normal operating conditions) every 12 months or 15,000 km to a maximum of 5 years or 75,000 km. Excludes government
and rental of vehicles. For more information, visit your Toyota dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage. referenceId:TS4,disclaimer:Applies to standard routine log maintenance (normal operating conditions) for a nominated number of months/kilometers (depending on what happens first) to
the nominated maximum number of services. Excludes the government and rental vehicles. For more information, see the Standard Routine Log Maintenance (normal operating conditions) every 12 months or 15,000 km to a maximum of 5 years or 75,000 km. For more information, visit
your Toyota dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage. Genuine parts/accessories purchased in the y installed by a Toyota dealer on a Toyota car that was purchased on or after 01/01/2019, are warranted for the remainder of this Toyota Warranty Advantage Period, or 2yrs from the
installation (depending on what is longer). Genuine parts/accessories purchased from but not installed, Toyota dealers are warranted for 2yrs from the purchase date. See toyota.com.au for TPC. This warranty does not and does not necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian
Consumer Protection Act. The standard period toyota Warranty Advantage is 5yrs, with unlimited km, from delivery. Excludes commercially used vehicles such as taxis, rental vehicles and vehicles carrying people or goods for payment, including ridesharing. Commercial car Toyota
Guarantee Advantage period 5 years with delivery or 160,000 km (depending on what happens in the first place). You can toyota.com.au/owners/warranty or warranty and service book of your car for TPC. This guarantee does not and may not necessarily exceed your rights under the
Australian Consumer Law. Your right to claim under the warranty police of the vehicle manufacturer for the covered benefits is an addition to other rights and remedies that you have under the law regarding your vehicle. ReferenceId:T5disclaimer: Applicable to new vehicles used for
commercial purposes, such as taxis, rental vehicles and vehicles carrying people or goods for payment, including ridesharing delivered on 01/01/01/2019. Commercial car Toyota Guarantee Advantage period for 5 years with delivery or 160,000 km (depending on what happens in the first
place). You can toyota.com.au/owners/warranty or warranty and service book of your car for TPC. This guarantee does not and may not necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian Consumer Law. , referenceId:W1, failure:Toyota Guarantee Advantage (TWA) Hybrid battery
coverage is up to 10yrs, with unlimited km, with the date of the first delivery. It consists of a standard 5yr TWA and is extended each year for an additional 5yrs with an annual hybrid health inspection check in accordance with Toyota specifications. Excludes commercially used vehicles such
as taxis, rental vehicles and vehicles carrying people or goods for payment, including ridesharing. You can toyota.com.au/owners/warranty or warranty and book of your car for TPC. TWA does not restrict or necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian Consumer Law. data-ng-
hide!disclaimers.length data-ng-cloak-qgt; disclaimer
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